Royal Road Minerals (RYR CN)

Funded Nicaragua / Colombia explorer: initiating coverage
RECOMMENDATION: BUY
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Royal Road Minerals is a grass-roots explorer with a 1,700km2 holding in
Nicaragua centered on the prolific Golden Triangle (8Moz past production), and
5,700km2 holding in Colombia. The agreed sale of their Luna Roja discovery in
Nicaragua for US$22m leaves pro-forma ~C$40m cash. Colombian holdings are
truly strategic in our view, including a ‘missing’ Tier I Andean porphyry belt, the
Eocene copper trend in Colombia over the border from SolGold’s Cascabel plus
parallel Oligocene high-grade gold belt. With strategic holdings, demonstrated
exploration, asset-sale successes, and strong geological management from
CEO Dr Tim Coughlin, we expect continued accretive growth at Royal Road.

Nicaragua ‘Golden Triangle’ emerging at pace, drilling underway
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Strategic landholding in Colombia, drilling underway
Colombia and Ecuador are a tale of two sides: prospectivity and accessibility,
representing the last of the under explored Andean gold-copper terranes. RYR
has the most strategic holding in country in our view, a combination of earlymoving by them, and acquisition of most of AngloGold Ashanti’s portfolio in
country. In the south RYR has pegged the strike continuation of the proven-toprovide Eocene belt that hosts SolGolds’ Cascabel, plus an Oligocene intrusionrelated belt. In the north is a large holding in the prolific Middle Cauca belt, host
to Buritica (9Moz), Titirbi (8Moz), and Nuevo Chaquiro (21Moz).

Social engagement and partnering, majors on the register
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Royal Road has first mover advantage in a belt that has attracted the majors
with Rio recently inking an earn-in to Calibre Mining’s nearby holdings. The pace
of success is excellent, with first asset Luna Roja moving from trench to sale in
<2.5 years, and second virgin discovery Caribe made as well. With multiple drillready targets and a long pipeline, we see accretive exploration for years to come
here. Properties all fall in a 50/50 participating JV with partner Mineros,
themselves operators of a mine in the belt. This lowers the dilution / risk, while
providing an avenue for monetising smaller discoveries.

RYR prioritises ESG not with some roads and PowerPoint slides, but
frameworks with NGOs in Nicaragua, and first-of-its-kind with demilitarised
groups and informal miners in Colombia. Further, a commercial alliance with
~C$400m 300koz pa producer Mineros includes a 50/50 JV exploration in
Nicaragua, an earn-in in Colombia, and an asset sale in progress in Nicaragua.
With a combination of landholdings, and strong social and geological leadership,
we are thus unsurprised to see majors pay attention with Agnico at 19.9%.

Initiate coverage with BUY rating and C$0.55/sh PT

+1 204 541 1144

Our thesis is simple: discovery, which as we note above, Royal Road has all the
ingredients for. In absence of a DCF / in-situ valuation, we add pro-forma C$40m
cash at par, and the 1.5% royalty at 0.5xNAV, attributing a nominal C$50m to
each of Colombia and Nicaragua to initiate with a BUY rating and C$0.55 PT.
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Demonstrably accomplished explorer funded to tackle two Tier 1 land-holdings in Nicaragua and Colombia
Royal Road Minerals is a C$71m capped explorer with ~C$40m pro-forma cash and FD EV of only ~C$32m, or
just C$10m net of ~C$22m royalty it holds on a recent asset sale in Nicaragua. With a massive ~1,700km2
Nicaragua holding in the prolific 8Moz-produced Golden Triangle, and strategic ~5,700km2 in Colombia, including
much of AngloGold Ashanti’s portfolio plus an entire belt over the border from SOLG/Cascabel, this under the radar
explorer is well placed. Key to the success is a strategic alliance with 300koz AuEq producer Mineros, with whom
a 50/50 contributing JV over Nicaragua holdings has been formed, plus project-by-project earn-ins are underway
in Colombia. Majors are in the mix too: Agnico invested C$5m in 2Q19, owns 18% of RYR, while Rio Tinto in JV
with Calibre have picked up surrounding ground in the Golden Triangle in Nicaragua. CEO Tim Coughlin is the
founder of Lydian International (>5Moz Amulsar discovery). He is an expert in Colombian metallogeny through his
PhD in Andean tectonics, and from his tenure as Anglo Gold Ashanti’s Chief Geologist in the early 2000s.
Figure 1. Location of Royal Road Minerals’ key projects in Nicaragua and Colombia

Source: Royal Road

Company evolution and corporate structure
RYR acquired Colombian assets in 4Q15 after listing, adding Nicaragua with the acquisition of Caza Gold in 2017.
Mineros, a 280koz pa Colombian producer, signed up as a 50/50 contributing JV partner over Nicaragua holdings
in 3Q17. Colombia progressed in parallel as agreements with local post-conflict cooperatives in 4Q17 proceeded
a Barrick equity stake in early 2018. Systematic exploration in Nicaragua unearthed multiple systems including
Luna Roja, Caribe and Los Andes in 2018. Colombia saw a step-change in 2Q19 with the acquisition of the majority
of AngloGold Ashanti’s portfolio over a strategic 2,510km 2 for just C$5m, followed by an equity investment by
Agnico. Mineros agreed a 75% earn in on permitted Guinter-Niverengo in northern Colombia to fund drilling from
CY20, while in the south RYR commenced formalising local mines up to 70koz pa, including a royalty payable to
RYR. After drilling hit 65m @ 7g/t at Luna Roja in CY20, it was sold to Mineros in 4Q20 for US$22m cash and a
1.25% NSR leaving ~C$40m pro-forma cash for 1,700km2 and 5,700km2 in Nicaragua and Colombia.
Figure 2. Capital and operating history for Royal Road Minerals
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Catalyst-heavy with strong pipeline of drilling planned
Advanced targets for CY21 drilling are (1) CY19 porphyry discovery Caribe (NI); (2) Los Andes, a 7km lithocap
carrying copper along strike from El Limon / La India in Nicaragua, (3) Mineros-funded drilling of Guinter /
Niverengo / Margaritas near Medellin in Colombia, (4/5) two regional targets in Nicaragua Yuoya and Nueva
America and (6) formalisation ahead of drilling on the La Llanada goldfield in southern Colombia, and (8-10)
regional Colombian projects Rio Nulpe, a porphyry belt over the border from SolGolds Cascabel, El Molino
intrusion-related systems in southern Colombia, Pedrito, a northern Colombian asset with similarities to the 4Moz
Gramalote system, plus many other properties in Colombia. The company now has a triple-play of a massive
staged / pyramid of projects, a strong cash balance to drill them, which stretches even further given 50% of costs
in Nicaragua are born by Mineros under the JV, plus additional earn-ins on case-by-case basis for fully-funded
Colombian drilling. This is no accident, rather it is the result of five years work from management, and some
insightful and very low-cost acquisitions in the market downturn.
Figure 3. Photographs of Royal Road Minerals projects

Source: Royal Road

Mineros provides options including earn-ins and asset sales
Mineros is a C$390m capped / C$432m EV Colombian listed (MINEROS CB) three mine ~300koz AuEq producer
running a 39% EBITDA margin from a 1.2Moz reserve within a 6.4Moz resource base. Production is split between
90koz pa in Colombia, 130koz pa in Nicaragua, and 70koz pa in Argentina, earning into a 3.4Moz Chilean project.
This is relevant as their mines range from surface to underground with a range of skills internal to Mineros but
suitable for the styles of deposits being targeted by RYR. With five development projects, now including Luna Roja,
the targeted 500koz pa run-rate makes the company attractive in its own right as it trades at just 2.3xEV/EBITDA
or 3.9xPER, but more importantly should drive a strong balance sheet with demonstrated appetite for grass-roots
discoveries. So what? The implication for Royal Road is simple, if they make a discovery which isn’t >2-3Moz
world-class required for many majors to execute M&A, e.g. 200-1Moz, Mineros is standing by and willing to take
that into production. This is important for annual returns given the post-discovery lull, plus early de-risking. For
earlier stage projects, it also provides a willing ‘repeat business’ investor to fund drilling.
Figure 4. JV partner Mineros’ plant at Bonanza, Nicaragua

Source: Mineros
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Nariño Province: the missing piece of a Tier I Andean porphyry belt
This area in southern Colombia is a historic conflict zone, hence has seen minimal modern exploration, but contains
eight mapped and un-drilled porphyry centers, many historic gold mines, and multiple recorded mineral
occurrences. In fact, even given the under-exploration, Colombia is still the number one ranked country in new
ounces discovered from 2006-2016 (Figure 5). The seminal paper on Andean metallogeny, Sillitoe and Perelló
(2005) reads, “once the socio-political situation improves in Colombia, the Paleocene to middle Eocene belt of the
Western Cordillera (Figure 10B) could also provide new discoveries.” Eocene porphyry belt: The Western portion
of the license package covers a segment of the magmatic belt that hosts SolGold’s Cascabel to the SW (442Mt @
1.4% CuEq within 2.7Bt @ 0.53% CuEq) and the Mandé batholith to the NE, and is widely considered the last
underexplored Tier I porphyry belt in the Andes. Oligocene-Miocene gold belt: To the East of the porphyry
belt, across a major NE-SW structure, Royal Road’s licenses cover the late-Oligocene to early-Miocene intrusionrelated gold belt. Very little data exists on this belt, but material shedding off it gave rise to Colombia’s most
prominent alluvial gold fields to the West, suggesting it hosts rich gold deposits at surface.
Figure 5. Global gold discoveries by region 2006-2016

Source: SNL, Royal Road, Sillitoe et al (1982)

ESG a priority as ECOMUN, ‘formalisation’ and NGO agreements put RYR at forefront of engagement
Operating in frontier markets isn’t as vanilla as more mature jurisdictions – navigating this is a balancing act of
both hard (statutory) and soft (community and government engagement). In Colombia, Royal Road has deep ties
to government, industry, and society both in Bogotá and Nariño Province. This is demonstrated by a landmark
agreement agreed in 4Q17, where Royal Road announced an agreement with ECOMUN, a joint social and
economic body between FARC and the government born out of the peace deal for the reintegration of ex-FARC
combatants. Under the agreement ECOMUN works decisively to obtain community and indigenous support in
Royal Road’s areas of influence, and collaborates to formalize illegal mining, and eradicate the use of mercury via
new small-scale community mining operations in exchange for a 1-2% royalty. In Nicaragua, the company has
agreed a framework with leading NGO CEN (Centre for Nature Understanding) to jointly design and implement
social and environmental plans.
Strong management bring network and top-shelf geology and proven staying power
RYR CEO Dr. Tim Coughlin is an accomplished geologist and explorer with a triple-play of technical expertise,
experience running junior companies, and excellent geological pedigree. Dr. Coughlin’s PhD covered Andean
copper gold projects, after which he built on his geological expertise working up to Chief Geologist South America
for AngloGold Ashanti. Experience running juniors came from his role as CEO of Lydian where oversaw the
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discovery of 4Moz Amulsar project. Between AngloGold Ashanti and now five years in Colombia and Nicaragua,
he holds a strong LatAm-centric network also. We interpret RYRs good, and fast, success-rate to this as RYR
demonstrates their ability to drill, define, and dispose at pace in an accretive matter attractive to equity investors.
Initiate coverage with BUY rating and C$0.55/sh PT
Luna Roja royalty: With highlights of 65m @ 6.9g/t we see 500koz as readily achievable at Luna Roja, with a
chance of making 1Moz if pit and UG are combined, or even approaching 2Moz given down-dip and southern
targets. A mid-point 750koz equates to a NPV of C$22m. We expect Mineros to advance this faster than the
minimum 5Y spend of US$7.5m, e.g. CY25 first pour and a 10-year life implies C$16m NPV5%-1850. We adopt this
value in our SOTP valuation, although timing and size is unknown, the flip size is that the dozens of high-premium
up and coming royalty companies could drive an earlier monetization at a higher NAV multiple than producers
trade at. Adding the royalty at NPV0%, the US$22.5m sale plus royalty equates around US$46-68/oz at 500k-1Moz,
a good result for both groups. The beauty for RYR investors is the constant appreciation (rolling time-value forward)
meaning its carrying value grows as a percentage of market cap.
Group valuation: The investment thesis in Royal Road is simple – that they make a discovery. As evidenced by
Luna Roja, a ‘small’ discovery equates to ~US$30m (cash and royalty) or ~half the current market cap. Of course
a multi-million-ounce discovery is far in excess of that. We simply add a nominal C$50m / US$40m for each of
Nicaragua and Colombia. Nicaragua is more catalyst-heavy, while Colombia drilling will come more progressively
but the ‘last of the Tier 1 porphyry belts’ has large strategic value in our view. Eastern and norther gold trends add
to this and in our view entirely justify an equal valuation to Nicaragua. As such, based on the SOPT valuation
above (Table 1) we initiate coverage with a BUY rating and C$0.55/sh PT.
Table 1. SOPT valuation for Royal Road
Ticker: RYR CN

Price / mkt cap:

C$0.3/sh, C$78m

Author: B Salier / B Gaspar

Reccomendation / PT:

BUY, C$0.55/sh

Project PNAV today:

0.55x

Asset:

Exploration portfolio

1xNAV 1 Q2 1 FF FD:

C$0.55/sh

Country:

Nicaragua, Colombia

SOTP project valuation*
1.297297297
Nicaragua exploration (nominal)
Colombia exploration (nominal)

C$m

O/ship

NAVx

C$/sh

50

100%

1.00x

0.18

50

100%

1.00x

0.18

Pro-rata cash (SCPe)

40.0

100%

1.00x

0.14

Cash from options

5.0

100%

1.00x

0.02

SCP Luna Roja royalty NPV

16.2

100%

0.50x

GROUP NAV

161

0.03
PT:

Market P/NAV
Capital structure

Basic

FD

Shares (m)

261.2

280.3

0.55
0.55x

Source: SCP

Catalysts



1H21: Drilling at Los Andes: two deep diamond scout holes underway now
2H21: Drilling at Caribe, Nicaragua
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NICARAGUA: Central American ‘Golden Triangle’ heats up as Rio moves in
Royal Road acquired a portfolio of licenses in Nicaragua through the 1Q17 takeover of Caza Gold and formed a
strategic alliance in 3Q17 with partner Hemco, a subsidiary of Colombia’s largest gold producer Grupo Mineros.
The 50/50 partnership will jointly explore the combined licenses with the declared focus to discover and define
reserves >2Moz Au eq. RYR’s current holdings cover 1,700km2, with the centre of gravity in eastern ‘Golden
Triangle’ an area with 8Moz historic epithermal vein, skarn and porphyry production since 1900, but little modern
exploration. Notably Hemco’s Bonanza Mine, a combined open-pit and underground low-sulfidation epithermal,
gives JV partner a strong base in-country. Advanced projects there are the now-sold Luna Roja skarn, active
drilling on the Caribe breccia-porphyry copper gold project, with earlier stage Yuoya and Nueva America projects
(Figure 6) The company also holds two advanced exploration properties in the same belt as El Limon (B2/Calibre)
and La India (Condor), the Piedra Imam IOCG target, and the Los Andes porphyry target.
Regional geology: RYR’s Golden Triangle holdings lies in the Mesquito Triassic –Cretaceous terrane, a continental
fragment overprinted by a north-south trending Jurassic melange. The block is abutted by calc-alkaline volcanic
island and back-arc basins, with gold and copper related to crustal accretion, but tectonic models continue to be
refined in this relatively poorly studied belt. Mineralisation at the Bonanza mine forms from volcanic hosted AuAg±base metal intermediate-sulfidation epithermal veins, with base metal increasing at depth.
Figure 6. Projects and licences in Nicaragua

Luna Roja: RYR has agreed to sell its 50% of Luna Roja for US$22.5m cash at 2Q21 close, a 1.25% royalty, with
acquirer Mineros to invest US$7.5m over five years. We see three wins here; (i) lower risk to close given the buyer
has been ‘in the tent’ for prior exploration, and operates their own mine nearby, (ii) whilst not the most cash in the
world, the ROI is very high given the pace of soils to sale in 2.5 years, and that with bear-market funding too (Figure
2), and (iii) the trailing NSR is real – with a mine nearby we expect Mineros to fast track these ounces. The resource
itself remains open down plunge, and lies close to Miners’ Bonanza mine and plant, opening the door for a faster
start.
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Figure 7. Luna Roja Cross section showing 65m @ 6.9g/t down dip of 49m @ 2.8g/t Au at surface

Source: Royal Road

Los Andes: alteration mapping and extensive spectral analysis delineated a broad advanced argillic zone around
an outcropping porphyry dyke (Figure 2C). The sole drill hole into the project (QZP003) collared in the dyke and
hit an adjacent breccia with up to 30% pyrite with 130m of intensely altered breccia anomalous in copper. Our
view: We think that the dyke, the surface alteration, and the pyritic breccia, all look like ‘smoke’ from a deep
porphyry-copper core (Figure 8 inset). A potassic core at depth is readily tested, with two deep holes underway
now for results expected in 1H20.
Figure 8. Plan map and section through Los Andes where hole

Source: Royal Road
Source: Royal Road Minerals

Caribe: is a porphyry target ~16km from Luna Roja, discovered in CY18 by geophysics as geology is concealed
under soil with no record of mineralisation historically. Auger under <3m of soil cover (Figure 9 inset) defined good
anomaly, with four holes drilled in CY19 hitting 18-28m @ ~1g/t. A CY20 2,000m drill programme bulked this out
with consistent ~15-75m @ ~1g/t Au from surface or near surface. At this stage it is unclear if the main ore body
is in porphyry or disarticulated breccia with metal hosted in a multi-phase breccia. Our view: with many narrowvein high-grade assets in the camp, bulk low-grade could represent an attractive new centre of gravity. With some
Sprott Capital Partners Equity Research
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clasts (ie carried from deer) of porphyritic intrusion, as for all breccias, the mineralisation could be a vector to a
porphyry beneath or adjacent. Mineralisation is also associated with a magnetic low – several other lows nearby
remain attractive undrilled targets. We also note that licences immediately to the NW form part of the Rio / Calibre
JV, another qualitative indication of the prospectivity here. Further, low-sulfidation gold systems are reported in the
area with Calibre reporting ~4Mt @ 0.5g/t Au and 0.5% Cu 12km away at Rosita.
Figure 9. Plan map and section through Caribe showing 14-74m @ 0.9-1.0g/t from surface

Piedra Iman: is an IOCG (iron-oxide-copper-gold) target in NW Nicaragua 30km north of B2Gold’s El Limón mine.
Historic 1970s Noranda drilling showed 37m @ 1.1% Cu and 9-15m @ 1.4-1.7% Cu and was only sporadically
assayed for gold but included a hit of 3.6m @ 6.3g/t Au. Following encouraging channel samples in 1H17, Royal
Road reported initial drilling results from a nine-hole RC program, with highlights of 8m @ 9g/t Au and 31m @
0.5% Cu in hole 6, 103m @ 0.36% Cu in hole 8, 40m @ 0.38% Cu in hole 7. These hits are from a single magmatic
breccia but crucially, the gold sits below and outboard (hole 6) of the copper and appears to represent a separate
mineralization event, contradicting the hoped-for IOCG model. Optionality remains on narrow-vein high grade, with
potential to resample Noranda’s underground channels where long high-grade gold intervals were reported, but
the company will interpret recent geophysics before committing to further drilling. Our view: While management
would have liked stronger initial results of course, they offer a blueprint for how Royal Road will execute on its core
land holding in Colombia. The company entered Piedra Iman with a specific, well-formulated question: do gold and
copper represent the same mineralizing event, and if yes, does the mineralization style support a >2Moz Au eq
IOCG target? Although the qualities of (i) identifying the right question and (ii) moving on swiftly are precisely what
is needed for the task ahead, i.e. assessing a huge prospective land package, potential for a source at depth does
remain which we expect Royal Road to investigate quickly leaving a relatively simple binary option on the project.
COLOMBIA
RYR was an early mover in Colombia, pegging a large land position centred on the Rio Nulpe belt over the order
from SolGold’s Cascabel. A step change came with the acquisition of most of AngloGold Ashanti’s portfolio in
country, take total holdings to 5700km2, with centre of gravity in the north and south (Figure 10). Drilling started in
CY19 after Mineros agreed to fund an earn-in on northern licence Guinter-Niverengo-Margaritas. The company is
actively formalising informal, but very large, mines at La Llanada in the south. The company is pursuing social and
government licence to drill a large pipeline, including Pedrito, El Molino, El Tambo and Piedra Sentada. The Anglo
portfolio has US$29m of sunk expenditure, but the value we see is more strategic than that, as early-mover Anglo
was an early-mover, with these projects representing their own VPX’s ‘pick of the bunch’ in Colombia.
Sprott Capital Partners Equity Research
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Figure 10. (A) Regional holdings and pipeline projects in Colombia, and (B) world-class discoveries in Colombia

Source: Royal Road

Guinter-Niverengo-Margarita
Guinter-Niverengo-Margaritas, 50km west of Medellin in the prolific Middle Cauca belt (Cretaceous-Paleocene).
Guinter-Niverengo was actively drilled last year as Margaritas drill-permits are applied for. The package is subject
to a US$7.5m 75% earn-in by Mineros. Mineralisation is present as licenced artisanal mines on the edge of the
title, focussed on narrow-vein high-grade gold-bearing skarns. Margaritas lies to the south, with mineralisation
characterised by hydrothermal gold-silver breccias with 1-100g/t Au in rock chips. Anglo drilled a 10 hole
programme at Guinter in 2015 with highlights of 28m @ 0.9g/t. Follow-up drilling by RYR hit 36m @ 1.2g/t from
surface, and 10m @ 1.6g/t (Figure 11). Geologically drilling hit garnet, pyroxene and skarn alteration, which multielement geochemistry indicated that drilled mineralisation may be vertically or laterally distal from the source.
Figure 11A. Guinter-Niverengo soils (top) and Margarita (bottom right and rock), genetic model and drill results

Source: SCP, Royal Road Minerals
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Rio Nulpe porphyry belt
This belt lies west of the Andes, covering the extension of the Eocene porphyry belt that hosts SolGold’s
Cascabel. Sillitoe and Perelló (2005), the seminal Andean porphyry paper, notes “once the socio-political
situation improves in Colombia, the Paleocene to middle Eocene belt of the Western Cordillera (Figure 10B)
could also provide new discoveries”. The source Mandé batholith lies to the NE, making this one of the last
underexplored Tier I porphyry belt in the Andes. Licences are only 30km from Cascabel, and Royal Road has
now confirmed porphyry occurrences on the belt. As a first step, the company is negotiating land access with the
traditional owners, a key first step anywhere in Colombia.
Figure 12. Royal Road licences and metallogeny showing Eocene porphyry centres on western trend, and
Oligocene hard-rock intrusion-related gold occurrences to east, shedding to Barbacoas alluvial fields on far west

Sources: Royal Road, Sillitoe and Perelló (2005), SCP; note SCPe sketched extension of green Eocene belt in northern Colombia. Original
caption from Sillitoe and Perelló reads, “obvious longitudinal gaps (e.g. Colombia and Ecuador) reflect paucity of data.” Cascabel was since
discovered and dated at 39Ma (Eocene), adding a key data point to extend the belt South.

La Lanada formalisation
To the East of the porphyry belt above, across a major NE-SW structure, Royal Road’s licenses cover the lateOligocene to early-Miocene intrusion-related gold belt. The land package contains two historic gold mines, La
Golondrina (with a 2015 43-101 but no resource estimate) and La Redención, but estimates of up to 2Moz of
production are given over dozens of small mines. Very few data exist on this belt, but material shedding off it gave
rise to Colombia’s most prominent alluvial gold fields to the West, suggesting it hosts rich gold deposits at surface.
Gold forms around the central Piedra Ancha batholith, forming high-grade quartz-carbonate veins. Veins are
hosted in tonalite, but typically extend into hornfelsed host sediments (Figure 13B).
Locally, there are dozens of informal mines, producing 55-75koz pa with 1,200 miners on one site. Most of these
comprise narrow sub-horizontal veins in intrusive stock hosts. The opportunity is simply to drill these for blow outs
and depth extensions. As a first step, and as discussed in more detail in Appendix I, the company is formalising
the existing operations. Thereafter the company aims to conduct geophysics and drilling, either from surface or
potentially from UG using small rigs like the LM55. Very small La Esmerelda is an early target, along with larger
assets such as La Locuna (Figure 13, far LHS) and Mina Nueva.
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Figure 13. (A) Central and (B) western areas on La Llanada project showing proliferation of informal mines

Source: Royal Road

PIPELINE: SOUTHERN AND NORTHERN BLOCKS
Royal Road’s southern portfolio is divided into a large self-pegged position in the Rio Nulpe porphyry belt over the
border from SolGold (Figure 14, blue squares on lower left), the nearby La Llanada intrusion-related systems being
formalised (Figure 14: red square ‘La Llanada’) and a series of discrete projects originally identified by Anglo (El
Molino, El Tambo, La Concepcion). Projects in the northern portfolio lie near Medellin and to the south. The
stratigraphy youngs to the east, with Guinter-Margaritas in the west, along with many other holdings further east.
Figure 14. Pipeline projects in (A) Southern and (B) Colombia

Source: Royal Road
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Appendix I: JV agreements
Nicaragua: is subject to a 50/50 JV with Mineros subsidiary Hemco Nicaragua, who themselves operate an
underground mine in Nicaragua. The groups jointly fund greenfield exploration, spinning drilled-assets into discrete
SubCos if both parties elect. Thereafter funding remains pro-rata, with parties diluting in the event of nonparticipation, to a 1.5% NSR if equity drops below 15%. Both groups have a ROFR on divestment.
Colombia – AngloGold Ashanti portfolio: Royal Road acquired a portfolio of assets in 2019. In the event of a
discovery leading to production C$35m is payable to Anglo, being C$5m for each of a 43-101, feasibility study and
commercial production, and C$20m over four years post production. Anglo has back-in rights to 75% of an inferred
resource >5Moz at three times RYR’s cost.
Colombia – Guinter / Niverengo + Margaritas: In 1Q20 RYR executed a JV under which Mineros paid US$1m cash,
then US$1m earn-in for 25%, +US$1.5m for 50% then formation of a participating 70/30 JV in Mineros’ favour,
reverting to 1.5% NSR in event of non-participation diluting either party to <15%.
Colombia – formalisation agreements: Licences in Nariño, southern Colombia, collectively referred to as La
Llanada, host local mines producing up to an estimated 60koz pa. Local mines operate informally; to create a
viable ‘win win’, RYR is formalising these mines to legalise the mining. Each agreement has the operating mine
carved out in exchange for a 3% royalty paid in kind to RYR over future production from the local mine, while RYR
has sole exploration rights and right to acquire 70%. The artisanal collectives agree to meet state ESG and safety
regulations. RYR’s earn in to 70% requires 3,000m of drilling, and an internal FS within five years of the licence
being registered to the new JV. Local owners are free carried to production, reverting to a 40% NPI thereafter, with
minority holes also receiving a 5% NPI royalty for 100-500m beyond the core mine area. Two such formalisations
have been agreed, pending state sign off, to date at El Gualtal (4Q19), and La Esmeralda (2Q20)
Appendix II: political and social agreements
Colombia – ECOMUN: In CY17 RYR held 400km2 of concession contracts in Southern Nariño, but only 30% of
applications had been moved into the application process for 30-year concession agreements. Economias Sociales
del Comun (ECOMUN) is a social and economic organization with the aim of reincorporation of member of the
Revolutionary Armed Forces of Colombia (FARC). The agreement brings ECOMUN and RYR together to jointly
conduct ESG programmes, community liaison, formalisation of illegal mines, with ECOMUN to work decisively to
gain support of community leaders, assist with local ethnic and non-ethnic communities, at all times meeting
Equator principles. In return, RYR will grant a 1% NSR over Cu and Au produced in Nariño for local community
benefits, with +1% on case by case basis for direct community institutions with RYR retaining a US$10m buy-back
per 1%. Our view: this is a landmark agreement, reflecting the evolution and maturation of local mining and
communities, as well as a strong partner as RYR pushes into southern Colombia. The agreement garnered
worldwide attention as the first with FARC, a largely wound-down organisation today.
Nicaragua – Centro de Entendemiento Con La Naturaleza (CEN): In 1Q18 RYR entered a collaboration agreement
with local environmental NGO CEN, one of Nicaragua’s largest and most well-regarded NGOs. The agreement
provides a framework for working together, engaging stakeholders to allow influence of execution of best-practice
biodiversity, water and soil protection. CEN provides advice and RYR executes best-practice.
Appendix III: equity investments from majors
Barrick: In 1Q17, Barrick acquired 10m shares for C$1.6m, an 18.5% premium, to lift its stake to 12.5%. Agnico:
as part of a 2Q19 C$8m 20c raise, Agnico’s acquired 26m shares to take them to 19.9% of RYR. As long as Agnico
retain >9.5% they have a right to maintain their interest, and can designate a board member.
Appendix IV: permitting
Colombia: Royal Road is permitted for surface prospecting, not including drilling, on the entire Nariño 4,500km 2
land position. Already 2,000km2 has passed the initial conversion phase to concession contracts, which requires
approval by local mayors and councils and is thus a significant milestone. The final step is ‘public audience’ in
which the mining agency presents to the local community, which is now being carried out on a rolling basis. Once
concessions are granted, annual fees are incurred, although the entire package would only come to $2m pa, but
Royal Road aims to work through the ground position and downsize to high-priority areas.
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